Finding Your Way
Wolf Elective

Note to Parents, Guardians, or other Caring Adult
Occasionally, the requirements ask the Cub Scout to address or present to their
den. This can be facilitated by recording your Scout with the use of a smartphone,
computer with a camera, or an alternative devise. WHEN RECORDING, PLEASE
ENSURE THAT YOUR SCOUT IS WORKING WITH AN ADULT TO VERIFY
THAT WE ARE USING SAFE INTERNET PROTOCOLS AND PROPER YOUTH
PROTECTION GUIDELINES.
Please send or email your videos to your local Den Leader or Cubmaster so they
can record your completion on this elective.
You can complete any of the requirements, but this slideshow is designed with
preselected activities that would be most suitable to complete at home.

Online Resource
Finding Your Way Workbook
Maps

Finding Your Way Requirements
Complete the following Requirements.

2. Do the following:

1. Do the following:

A.

A.
B.

Using a map of your city or town,
locate where you live.
Draw a map for a friend so he or she
can locate your home, a park, a
school, or other locations in your
neighborhood. Use symbols to show
parks, buildings, trees, and water.
You can invent your own symbols. Be
sure to include a key so your
symbols can be identified.

B.

Identify what a compass rose is and
where it is on the map.
Use a compass to identify which
direction is north. Show how to
determine which way is south, east,
and west.

3. Go on a scavenger hunt using a
compass, and locate an object with a
compass.
4. Using a map and compass, go on a
hike or walk with your den or family.

1A
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Lawrence County - Google Map

1. Do the following:

1B Example:

A.
B.

Using a map of your city or town,
locate where you live.
Draw a map for a friend so he or she
can locate your home, a park, a
school, or other locations in your
neighborhood. Use symbols to show
parks, buildings, trees, and water.
You can invent your own symbols. Be
sure to include a key so your symbols
can be identified.

Monroe County - Google Map
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2A. Compass Rose: Where is it on
a map?

2. Do the following:
A.
B.

Identify what a compass rose is and
where it is on the map.
Use a compass to identify which
direction is north. Show how to
determine which way is south, east,
and west.

2B. If you do not own a compass at
home, ask your adult to download a
free compass app on their
smartphone to complete this part of
the requirement.

Outdoors Compass Treasure Hunt
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3. Go on a scavenger hunt
using a compass, and locate
an object with a compass.

Helpful Tips:
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●
●

4. Using a map and
compass, go on a hike or
walk with your den or family.

●

Draw a map of your yard or city
block.
Plan directions to take on your
hike or walk.
Using a compass, go on a hike
or walk with your family.

